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Abstract

Previous works have shown that inter-sentential con-
textual information can lead to substantial improvements
in document-level neural machine translation (DocNMT).
Most existing DocNMT models focus on methods of intro-
ducing inter-sentential contextual information through at-
tention mechanisms. Compared to intra-sentential atten-
tion, however, the long-range dependency in document-
level attention calculation inevitably introduces meaning-
less contextual noise, resulting in significant performance
deterioration. To address this problem, this paper pro-
poses a detection-based attention alignment method, to help
each translating word focus on relevant informative con-
textual words. We first introduce a context detector that
automatically evaluates each source-side word’s effect on
the model’s prediction. Based on the detection results, we
align the original attention weights by integrating the co-
sine similarity between the aligned and original attention
weights into the loss function, under a multi-task frame-
work, which allows DocNMT to more effectively capture
the document-level context. The results for three English-
German (En-De) public translation datasets show that the
proposed method can obtain consistent improvements over
a strong G-Transformer baseline.

Index Terms: document-level neural machine translation,
contextual information, attention alignment

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, neural machine translation
(NMT) has made remarkable progress to become a state-
of-the-art method, especially for sentence-level translation
[1, 2]. In document-level translation, it is widely accepted
that the introduction of discourse dependencies between
sentences can improve the coherence and quality of the
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translated text [3, 4]. Like those for sentence-level NMT,
most existing document-level NMT (DocNMT) models in-
tegrate contextual information using an attention mecha-
nism. A general method for capturing this information is
to encode a limited number of previous or neighboring sen-
tences [5–8]. Intuitively, encoding the whole input docu-
ment [9–11] as a single unit should provide the best inte-
gration of context information. As Bao et al. [9] pointed
out, however, it is difficult to train such a DocNMT model.
As inputs are sparse for long sequences in DocNMT, the at-
tention weights from target to context in the source-side are
flat, with large entropy values. This indicates that long con-
text sequences confound attention on meaningful portions
of current translating words, and the model is difficult to se-
lect valuable inputs from context sequences to navigate the
redundancy of information.

The simplest way to tackle this is to shorten the con-
textual sequence in attention calculation. Some works pro-
posed selecting several sentences in a document as context,
through integrating sparse attention [12] or using an extra
selection module [13, 14]. These methods, however, treat
all the words in a sentence equally, without discrimination,
and select the same sentences for them. This inevitably cre-
ates meaningless contextual noise. To address this problem,
Xu et al. suggest that each word should focus on its own
informative words, spread throughout the document [10].

Attention mechanism plays an important role in NMT
by dynamically selecting relevant inputs for different pre-
dictions. Based on the assumption that the translation is
improved if attention values are more accurate, Li et al. and
Lu et al. proposed the refinement of attention distribution in
sentence-level NMT models, through word alignment [15]
and attention calibration [16] respectively.

Inspired by the works of Xu et al. [10] and Lu et al. [16],
this paper proposes a novel detection-based attention align-
ment method, to refine target-to-context attention for Doc-
NMT. First, we introduce a context detector (CD), which is
a lightweight network attached to the backbone, and only
exists in the training procedure. The CD automatically de-



tects the significance of each source-side word for model
prediction. Based on the detection results, we then align
the original document-level attention weights, and use the
cosine similarity as an auxiliary function in model training.
In the inference procedure, the CD is dropped, and only the
conventional backbone is used. We carry out experiments
on three commonly used DocNMT datasets for English-
German (En-De) translation, covering the domains of TED
talks, News, and Europarl from small to large. The results
show that our proposed method can further improve Doc-
NMT performance over a strong G-Transformer [9] base-
line.

Main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• Our method can automatically evaluate the signifi-
cance of each contextual word for model prediction by
introducing a lightweight perturbation noise detector,
which can be jointly optimized and removed when in-
ference.

• We propose a attention alignment loss to help making
each translating word more focus on its own relevant
essential contexts, which is experimentally proved to
reduce the entropy of contextual attention weights and
outperform strong baseline.

• Our code is publicly available1.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Document-level Neural Machine Translation

Formally, X = {x1, x2, ..., xS} denotes the source doc-
ument with S sentences, and Y = {y1, y2, ..., yT } denotes
the target document with T sentences. S and T are usually
assumed equal, because sentences can be merged with sen-
tence alignment algorithms [17] to fix mismatches. Com-
pared with sentence-level NMT, DocNMT not only gets
the benefit of intra-sentential information in parallel pair
{xi, yi}, but also takes advantages of the document’s con-
textual information. The translation probability from X to
Y can therefore be represented as:

P (Y |X) =

T∑
t=1

P (yt|y<t, X) (1)

2.2. G-Transformer

The G-Transformer is inherited from the Transformer
[1]. After analyzing the training failure of the Transformer’s
direct application into DocNMT, Bao et al. [9] attributed
the problem to the huge complexity of target-to-source at-
tention. They proposed the G-Transformer to reduce the
hypothetical space of attention from target to source.

1Code for the proposed attention alignment method is open-sourced at
https://github.com/KangZhong99/attention-alignment

Figure 1. Overview of G-Transformer structure

Figure 2. The proposed method’s training framework. For
simplicity, only the 6th layer is depicted. The proposed
method is applied in the global cross-attention of 5th and
6th layers. The context detector is trained to find informa-
tive and detrimental contexts, and alignment loss La aims to
make the attention weights focus more on informative con-
texts.

Figure 1 shows that on lower layers, the G-Transformer
constrains both self-attention and target-to-source attention
to concentrate on the current sentence being translated with
a simple group tag method (GroupAttn).

args = {Q,K, V, tag}

GroupAttn (args) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

+M(tag)

)
V

(2)

where function M(·) works as an attention mask, excluding
all tokens outside the sentence. This method allows local
sentence representations to be obtained successfully.

On top layers, the model exploits standard multi-head
attention as global attention ( GlobalAttn), to capture con-
textual information of the document as a whole. GroupAttn
and GlobalAttn are combined using a gate-sum module for
integrating both intra-sentential and contextual information.



3. METHODOLOGY

To tackle the inaccuracy and flatness of attention distri-
bution in DocNMT, we propose a detection-based attention
alignment method to enhance attention weights, focused on
the informative context in model training. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, we first design a context detector (CD) to deteriorate
performance by modifying the original attention weights
generated by the backbone network. Specifically: we ob-
tain learnable flags, and then apply them to the original at-
tention weights. The CD parameters are updated based on
the loss function that maximizes performance deterioration.
This allows us to locate source-side words that are infor-
mative or meaningless for translation. Finally, we design
an attention alignment strategy to calibrate the original at-
tention weights, and integrate the cosine similarity between
aligned and original attention weights into the loss function
under the multi-task framework.

3.1. Context Detector

The CD is a lightweight network attached to the G-
Transformer backbone. The basic assumption of CD is that
a decrease in the attention weights of informative words and
an increase in those of meaningless words reduces transla-
tion performance. In this paper, we make a tentative mod-
ification on the original attention weights using learnable
flags, which results in a deterioration of performance. Spe-
cially, at the time step to produce t-th word in a sentence
being translated, the learnable flag ft is generated, based
on the hidden states hd

t from d-layer of DocNMT decoder
(d = 5 or 6 for G-Transformer):

ft = tanh(W f · hd
t + bf ) (3)

where tanh(·) is the hyperbolic tangent function. W f and
bf are trainable parameters vary among different attention
layers and heads. The original attention weight at can then
be modified to amt :

amt = at + ft ⊙ ā (4)

where ⊙ denotes an element-wise multiplication, and ā de-
notes a uniform distribution (an average vector of attention
heads). Qualitatively, a positive flag results in the increase
of the attention weight, while a negative flag results in a
decrease. The modification operation aims to make small-
est variations of attention weights that lead to most obvious
performance deterioration. According to this purpose, the
objective function of CD is designed as:

L
(
θf

)
= argmin

ft∈[−1,1]

α∥ ft ∥2 − LDocNMT (amt , θ) (5)

where θf =
{
W f , bf

}
is the parameters of CD and θ

is the parameters of the original G-Transformer backbone.
LDocNMT (amt , θ) is the corss entropy loss of the DocNMT
model based on the modified attention weight amt . The
hyper-parameter α serves as a regular term, encouraging
most of the flags to be turned off, and alleviating the van-
ishing gradient problem of the hyperbolic tangent function.
According to the second term, in order to deteriorate model
prediction, the CD decreases the attention weights of infor-
mative words and increases those of meaningless words by
setting corresponding flags to negative or positive, respec-
tively.

3.2. Attention Alignment in Backbone Training

The CD can evaluate the importance of the source-
side inputs for each output word. As analyzed above, a
more negative (or positive) flag means the more beneficial
(or harmful) the impact of corresponding contextual word.
Here, we use the flag matrix ft as supervised information to
align the original attention weight at to aligned attention
weight aat .

aat = at ⊙ e−ft (6)

It is clear that the values of aat increase in informative
contextual words and decrease in meaningless ones. This is
consistent with our expectations for accurate attention. aat
differs from amt in Eq.4: the former has a positive effect on
the final translation, while the latter has a negative effect.

We then use cosine similarity between aat and at to con-
struct an auxiliary alignment loss function:

La (θ) = −CS (aat , at) (7)

Considering the attention mechanism is not well-trained
at the early stage, and the final performance evaluation is
contributed by the main training objective LDocNMT (at, θ)
, the DocNMT model is optimized by:

L (θ) = LDocNMT (at, θ) + β (s) ∗ La (θ)

β (s) = e−s/τ
(8)

where s donates the training step, and τ is the decay time
constant. A lager τ forces the model optimization to be
affected by La for a longer time.

3.3. Training and Inference Issues

The proposed CD and backbone DocNMT model can be
trained jointly. In a mini-batch, we first train the CD to find
informative and meaningless contexts with the loss function
in Eq.5, and then optimize the global attention mechanisms
of backbone DocNMT following the objective function in
Eq.8.



Model TED News Europarl Avg.
s-BLUE d-BLEU s-BLEU d-BLEU s-BlEU d-BLEU s-BlEU d-BLEU

Transformer [1] 23.10 - 22.40 - 29.40 - 24.97 -
HAN [5] 24.58 - 25.03 - 28.60 - 26.07 -
SAN [12] 24.42 - 24.84 - 29.75 - 26.34 -
Flat-Transformer [8] 24.87 - 23.55 - 30.09 - 26.17 -
Context-Adaptive [13] 26.77 - 25.81 - 31.13 - 27.90 -
Our Sentence Baseline 24.79 - 25.28 - 31.33 - 27.13 -
G-Transformer [9] 25.10 (+0.31) 27.17 25.58 (+0.30) 27.11 32.34 (+1.01) 34.08 27.67 (+0.54) 29.45
Attention Calibration [16] 24.97 (+0.18) 27.12 25.20 (-0.08) 26.89 32.41 (+1.08) 34.12 27.53 (+0.40) 29.38
Proposed Method 25.47 (+0.68) 27.65 26.09 (+0.81) 27.66 32.67 (+1.34) 34.35 28.08 (+0.95) 29.89

Table 1. Experiment results on three EN-DE datasets, where s-BLEU represents BLEU score for sentences, and d-BLEU [18]
is the score for documents. Improvements over the sentence-level baseline are reported as “()”.

In practice, the parameter increments of CD are negligi-
ble (2M per layer and 4M in total), and can be removed in
the inference procedure.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Datasets and Settings

We conduct experiments on widely used document-level
parallel benchmark datasets, including three domains for
English-German (En-De) translation: TED [19], News
[20] and Europarl [21]. We split the documents into in-
stances with up to 512 tokens. Moses [22] is used for data
processing, and BPE [23] is used with vacab-size of 30K
merges. Detailed statics for these datasets are shown in Ta-
ble 2.

Data # of Docs # of Sents/Doc # of sents/Doc
in our Inst

TED 1.7K/92/22 123/98/105 18.3/18.5/18.3
News 6K/80/154 40/25/20 12.8/12.6/11.3
Europarl 118K/239/359 14/15/14 10.3/10.4/10.3

Table 2. Dataset statistics for Train/Valid/Test.

The DocNMT model is trained in two stages: first, a
vanilla Transformer [1] base model is trained for sentence-
level translation, then the DocNMT model is finetuned
based on sentence baseline with document-level data. We
use the same model configuration as Bao et al. [9] and
train all models on 2 GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs. To fine-
tune on the sentence baseline, we employ Adam (β1 =
0.9, β2 = 0.998) for parameters optimization with warm-
up steps of 2,000 for TED and 4,000 for News and Eu-
roparl. The dropout rate is 0.3 except for News (0.4). The
models are trained with the batch size of 32K tokens for all
datasets. The batch size of 32K tokens is achieved by us-
ing the batch size of 4096 tokens and updating the model
for every 8 batches. Following Bao et al. [9], we apply
word dropout [24, 25] to the inputs with p = 0.1. We set

hyper-parameters as α = 1.5 and τ = 104 in Eq.5 and Eq.8
respectively.

We mainly build four systems for comparison: the Sen-
tence Baseline, the G-Transformer [9], Attention Calibra-
tion [16] and the Proposed Method.

4.2. Results and Analysis

The results of our experiments are listed in Table 1, along
with those of other DocNMT models. Finetuned on a strong
sentence-level baseline, the performance of G-Transformer
improves on three datasets by 0.54 s-BLEU points on av-
erage. Applying the proposed method to G-Transformer
to refine contextual attention calculation further improves
the gain from 0.54 to 0.95 s-BLEU points, and achieves the
best results among all those listed on the two lager datasets,
News and Europarl.

The hyper-parameter α in Eq.5 decides the values of
generated flags, and influences the concentration degree of
global attention by Eq.8. The entropy values of global atten-
tion and s-BLEU on News, with respect to different α val-
ues, are depicted in Figure 3. The s-BLEU score presents a
negative association with contextual attention entropy, and
reaches its climax when α is 1.5. This verifies our hy-
pothesis that translating the current word only replies on
very few contextual words and that sharpening the focus of
document-level attention is beneficial to model prediction.

Figure 4 (a) depicts the entropy curves, with respect to
different training epochs on vanilla G-Transformer and the
proposed method. Both curves show a convergence trend
in global attention. The curve of the former retains sta-
ble during training, however, which means the model cap-
tures a significant amount of meaningless contextual infor-
mation. As for the proposed method, the curve falls sharply
for about 20 epochs, and then retains at a relatively low
level. Figure 4 (b) plots the attention distribution of final
converged models. In our method, the model is more confi-
dent about the choice of informative contextual words, and
focuses on very few of them compared to the vanilla G-
Transformer.



Figure 3. Entropy of global cross-attention on valid set and
s-BLEU on test set, with a different hyper-parameter α on
News.

(a) Development (b) Distribution

Figure 4. Comparison of global cross-attention entropy
with G-Transformer on News.

To futher investigate whether our model is able to im-
prove the translation of discourse phenomena, we con-
ducted linguistic evaluation on deixis and ellipsis using a
English-Russian (En-Ru) linguistic contrastive test set [26].
To make a fair comparison, we follow [26] to use 6M
sentence-level instances to train sentence-level baseline and
1.5 M document-level instances to train our models (G-
Transformer and the proposed method). Results are re-
ported in Table 3. The proposed method achieves im-
provements on deixis and ellipsis(VP) compared with G-
Transformer. This indicates that our method can make bet-
ter use of context to deal with discourse phenomena.

The upper box of Table 4 shows an example where our
method correctly translates the pronoun “it” (highlighted in
bold). To analyze the effect of our attention alignment ap-
proach, we print two particular attention heads, one from
the G-Transformer and one from our method. The source-
side surrounding contexts with assigned attention weights
at the time step after the prediction “teilt” are shown in the
lower box of Table 4. Both heads focus more on the contex-
tual reference “love”, which is related to the query “it”. In
contrast, our method reduces the disturbance of irrelevant
context words, like “Remi”, and “differences”.

Model deixis ellipsis(infl.) ellipsis(VP)
sent† 50.0 53.0 28.4
concat† 83.5 47.5 76.2
CADec† 81.6 58.1 76.2
G-Transformer 89.7 84.7 82.2
proposed method 90.3 84.9 83.5

Table 3. Linguistic evaluation results on the contrastive test
set (accuracy). † indicates that the results are borrowed from
the original paper [26].

Src: He shares it regardless.
Ref: Er teilt sie unbekümmert.
G-Transformer: Er teilt es unabhängig davon.
Proposed Method: Er teilt sie unabhängig davon.
Attention to reference word love
G-Transformer (Head 3):
... Remi knows what love is . He shares it regardless .

He doesn’t care about religious differences , and gets ...
Proposed Method (Head 3):
... Remi knows what love is . He shares it regardless .

He doesn’t care about religious differences , and gets ...

Table 4. Example of pronoun disambiguation. In German,
if the reference of “it” is feminine (e.g., love), “sie” is used.
Otherwise, it is “er” (masculine) or “es” (neutral). The in-
tensity of color represents the attention given to a specific
word.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a detection-based attention
alignment method to force the DocNMT model to increase
the focus of each word on relevant key contextual words.
We design a lightweight context detector to evaluate the
importance of each contextual word, which proves simple
yet effective. Then, we introduce a strategy that uses this
supervised information to guide attention alignment. As
demonstrated, the proposed method observably reduces the
entropy values of document-level attention, and consistently
improves on the strong G-Transformer baseline. More en-
couragingly, our work provides valuable reference on self-
supervised learning for improved or more-focused attention
in other long-input generation frameworks.
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